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Abstract: Access to digital health data collections such as clinical notes, discharge summaries or 9 

medical charts in have increased in the last few years due to increase use of electronic health rec- 10 

ords that provide instant access to patients’ clinical information. The volume and the unstructured 11 

nature of these datasets present great challenges in analyses and subsequent applications to 12 

healthcare. The growing volume of clinical data generated and stored in electronic health records 13 

creates challenges for physicians when reviewing patients’ records with the aim of understanding 14 

individual patients’ health histories. Electronic healthcare records contain large volumes of un- 15 

structured data which requires one to read through to get the required information. This is a chal- 16 

lenging task due to lack of suitable techniques to quickly extract needed information. Information 17 

processing tools in clinical domain that provide support to users in seeking needed information 18 

are lacking.  The use of data visualizations has been introduced in an attempt to solve this prob- 19 

lem; however, no single approach has been widely adopted. In this paper we propose a unique 20 

approach for modeling clinical notes using semantics of various units of a clinical text document 21 

to aid doctors in reviewing electronic clinical notes. This is achieved by applying supervised ma- 22 

chine learning technique to identify and present semantically similar information together, facili- 23 
tating the identification of relevant information to users. 24 

Keywords: Electronic health record; classification; Clinical notes; visualization  25 

 26 

1. Introduction 27 

Advances in digital healthcare technologies, such as telemedicine, biosensors and 28 

electronic health records are reshaping the future of healthcare delivery. The exponential 29 

growth of health-care data, such as sensor data from intensive care units (ICU), data 30 

generated in telemedicine, longitudinal data from electronic health records (EHR) and 31 

other sources are opening up new avenues for leveraging data-driven techniques such as 32 

machine learning (ML)[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7], artificial intelligence techniques on data 33 

retrieved from wearable health sensors [8] and data from telemedicine [9] and artificial 34 

intelligence (AI) to exploit this data. Electronic health records are becoming commonly 35 

used to document and store patient patients’ health records. The primary purpose of 36 

patients’ medical records is to support clinical decision-making and continuity of care by 37 

providing readily accessible medical information [10]. The overwhelming growth and 38 

ease of access to digital clinical data in electronic health records has fueled research ef- 39 

forts that aim at helping physicians make use of the growing digital information. 40 

Now-a-days electronic health records are being used by numerous healthcare facilities 41 

which not only provides huge amount of information available in electronic health rec- 42 

ords [11] but also presents challenges using the same information [12, 13]. This is due to 43 

large volume of clinical narrative texts which needs to be read and understood in order 44 

to provide effective patient care.  Physicians often rely on patient’s health history which 45 
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makes it difficult to locate information in patient’s health history [14] written in narrative 46 

text. Despite the fact that they were introduced with the hopes of saving time and im- 47 

proving patient care quality, physicians frequently spend more time navigating these 48 

records at the expense of interacting with patients. Clinical narratives represent the main 49 

form of documentation in health care, generating patients’ clinical histories with detailed 50 

clinical information that support clinical decision making [15]. Clinical narratives are 51 

commonly entered, captured and stored in electronic health records in digital form [16] 52 

and is the most preferred method for recording clinical information [17], [18]. Easy access 53 

to the available clinical information and the ability to use it are important in providing 54 

better patient care [19] and research efforts in the literature are trying to find ways to 55 

present clinical data in forms that are easier to use [20,21]. Most of the research efforts in 56 

this direction include ways to structure and present information to physicians to aid in 57 

their decision-making [22]. Unstructured clinical narratives are continuously being rec- 58 

orded as part of patient care in electronic health records [23]. Healthcare facilities deal 59 

with large volumes of unstructured clinical texts such as clinical notes on a daily basis. 60 

With the availability of information in electronic health records, analysis of clinical nar- 61 

ratives becomes increasingly important as it contains useful information about patients 62 

and their health [24] and therefore represents a significant and important source of clin- 63 

ical information. Using narrative text is still the most natural way to express medical in- 64 

formation; however, it is still less amenable to computational techniques. In addition, the 65 

abundance of patient clinical records being generated has also raised concerns of infor- 66 

mation overload [25] with potential negative consequences in medical practice [26]. On 67 

the other hand, the availability of digital health records provides an opportunity to de- 68 

velop computational tools to extract medical knowledge [27]. The primary use of elec- 69 

tronic health records is to support patient care [28] and also for secondary purposes [29, 70 

30] such as clinical research [30]. When it comes to analysing huge amounts of clinical 71 

texts, it becomes too challenging to do it manually. Again, manual review of large 72 

amounts of documentation is more likely to lead to errors. The increasing amount of in- 73 

formation available in electronic health records [31, 32] makes it challenging for physi- 74 

cians to quickly locate needed information for patient care [33] that is critical to devel- 75 

oping an appropriate assessment and plan for the individual patient [34]. 76 

Using Electronic health records (EHRs) allows healthcare facilities to store and re- 77 

trieve detailed patient clinical records which can be used by physicians, during care ep- 78 

isodes [35]. However, with the increasing availability of clinical data, data retrieval be- 79 

comes more difficult, leading to cognitive load and clinician burnout [36]. In most cases it 80 

remains underutilized in clinical practice due to lack of suitable techniques to timely ex- 81 

tract needed information [37]. Currently, there is readily availability of information in 82 

electronic health records in narrative text and there is need of automated techniques to 83 

process such texts [38]. Recent research has shown that electronic health records (EHRs) 84 

that process, organize, and visualize clinically meaningful information significantly re- 85 

duce physician cognitive workload [39].  86 

Clinical records are used by doctors to make informed decisions at the point of care 87 

[40]. However, as the volume of clinical records along with time constraints inherent in 88 

healthcare setting increases, utilizing these records becomes challenging [41] and 89 

time-consuming [42]. Information stored in clinical documents is difficult to review since 90 

it requires more time to read to get the information that forms the basis of clinical deci- 91 

sion making. This is even more challenging especially with the prevalence of chronic 92 

diseases in our contemporary society where patients are monitored over a long period of 93 

time [43]. In such cases, a physician may need to have an overview summary on the 94 

progress and changes in the patient health history that have taken place. So, physicians as 95 

well as researchers have to spend more time to analyze patients’ health records [44]. To 96 

tackle this problem, data visualization techniques have been employed, to help physi- 97 

cians extract relevant valuable information and to reduce cognitive overload [44].  98 
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In this paper we describe a prototype for visually modeling clinical notes into se- 99 

mantic units with the objective of supporting healthcare delivery. Our objective is to 100 

propose a technique to improve physician’s ability to retrieve key concepts relevant to 101 

patient at hand. 102 

2. Background 103 

Electronic Health Records Systems (EHRs) are becoming common in many 104 

healthcare establishments replacing traditional paper records [45]. They are used to cre- 105 

ate patient’s health records during clinical encounters with patients in a healthcare facil- 106 

ity [45]. The records contain patient demographics, progress notes, and medication his- 107 

tory [36] offering important clinical information for care of patients and supporting other 108 

functions such as interoperability [46]. The information generated during clinical en- 109 

counters is stored and maintained in electronic health records in order to take care of pa- 110 

tients and follow-up [47]. Therefore, they are sources of important clinical information 111 

[48]; however, most of the documentation is in unstructured narrative text which is 112 

time-consuming to review manually [49]. While there are structured patient’s data in 113 

electronic health records, important patient’s clinical information which describes pa- 114 

tient’s care and management remain buried in narrative text, making it challenging and 115 

time-consuming for physicians to review during their usual medical practice [50]. Un- 116 

structured data refers to information that does not conform to a predefined model mak- 117 

ing it difficult to be processed using computer systems. In healthcare, this is mostly clin- 118 

ical narratives which constitute the bulk of clinical documentation. This unstructured 119 

clinical data is constantly increasing and the capacity of physicians to read and analyze 120 

this data remains the same. Physicians use narrative text to document essential clinical 121 

information during clinical encounters; however, it increases the workload of reviewing 122 

it during patient’s subsequent visits [50]. 123 

A lot of documentation in form of clinical text is captured in electronic health rec- 124 

ords, often in a notes section [51]. During care episodes, doctors rely on available clinical 125 

documentation on which they base their decisions on, in order to provide effective pa- 126 

tient care. During a typical clinical encounter, physicians create and add to the patients’ 127 

medical record with a variety of clinical information which means large amount of data 128 

gets generated every time a patient visits the healthcare facility for diagnosis and treat- 129 

ment. Increasing volume of clinical data mostly in unstructured form can lead to infor- 130 

mation overload for healthcare practitioners. As the volume of clinical data grows large, 131 

it becomes increasingly difficult to browse and review a patient medical history. There- 132 

fore, there is a challenge of how to unlock unstructured clinical data to improve patient 133 

care. There is need therefore to aid them by providing systems which automate narrative 134 

texts processing. To provide high-quality and safe care, physicians must be able to distill 135 

and easily use the available clinical information. To facilitate, the use of the available 136 

clinical information in electronic health records, there is need of organizing and pre- 137 

senting key patient information in a convenient way. The goal of this project is to create a 138 

classification algorithm and supporting visualization system for automatically present- 139 

ing medical information in order to assist physicians. 140 

 141 

2.1 Clinical significance 142 

Health information has become readily available and accessible through computers, 143 

and technology is becoming an integral part of healthcare ecosystem. Much of the health 144 

information that was previously available only in paper records is now available in dig- 145 

ital form and directly accessible to healthcare professionals. Consequently, physicians 146 

often navigate vast amounts of health information on their own, typically with little 147 

support on how to retrieve the available information. Again, the already available in- 148 

formation remains not fully utilized [52] and widespread problems due to lack of suitable 149 

techniques to extract needed clinical information [53] have been noted. In addition to lack 150 
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of appropriate techniques to support retrieval of needed clinical information, the prob- 151 

lem of information overload [54] is contributing to the difficulty of using this infor- 152 

mation. 153 

Patients’ clinical records are needed for a variety of reasons. Physicians usually 154 

examine a patient medical record in order to get information that will allow them to 155 

make informed decisions regarding a particular patient or case. This entails gleaning the 156 

complete medical history, spotting important information, noting trends, cause-effect 157 

relationships, or reviewing past medical history [55]. The need for new computational 158 

techniques for growing volume of clinical data in digital form [56] and mostly in un- 159 

structured narrative form [57] cannot be under estimated for example: need for infor- 160 

mation retrieval from clinical notes in order to provide effective medical care [58], gen- 161 

erating clinical summaries from clinical texts [59] with important information relevant to 162 

a particular patient or accurate task-specific clinical summaries [60]. In our contemporary 163 

society, we are faced with the challenge of chronic diseases, which accumulates a large 164 

volume of patient data collected over a long period of time that needs attention of phy- 165 

sicians. The use of visualization techniques has the potential of aiding such tasks thus 166 

improving health care [61]. Based on the above, we believe that, there is need of best ap- 167 

proach for easing the burden of using the available clinical information in electronic 168 

health records which is mostly available in unstructured narrative form. Without this, 169 

physicians are vulnerable to acting on inaccurate or incomplete health information and 170 

jeopardizing healthcare decisions.  171 

Therefore, our main objective was to design and develop a visualization tool to help 172 

physicians retrieve and visualize unstructured narrative texts in electronic health records 173 

by providing easy means to retrieve and visually review such datasets and, thus support 174 

them in making clinical decisions. The tool is particularly designed to provide relevant 175 

information for physicians with respect to a patient at hand. As a starting point, we con- 176 

sider clinical notes written using SOAP (Subjective, Objective, Assessment and Plan) 177 

documentation format. But a future goal is to explore how such visualization technique 178 

can also be extended to other documentation formats. The goal of this paper was to 179 

propose a technique for organizing and visualizing clinical narrative documents into 180 

predefined semantic groups. For this purpose, supervised machine learning technique 181 

was applied on clinical narrative data sets. 182 

3. Related Works 183 

The literature relevant to our work is divided into three distinct study areas: topic 184 

modeling, data visualization techniques and information retrieval. 185 

3.1. Topic modelling 186 

A lot of study has been done in the subject of topic modeling because of the vast 187 

quantity of text documents that are becoming available. Topic modeling is an unsuper- 188 

vised learning approach for discovering topics in a collection of documents. They are 189 

often used to extract the main topics that represent the information covered by a given 190 

text document, thus tackling information discovery challenges. Application of topic 191 

models to clinical narrative data sets is becoming increasingly popular. However, there's 192 

been little effort to adapt these models to clinical practice. From the literature, there are a 193 

number of topic models that are commonly used. This includes LDA (Latent Dirichlet 194 

Allocation) [62].LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis) [63] and PLSA (Probabilistic Latent Se- 195 

mantic Analysis) [64]. For modelling clinical notes, the majority of previous methods 196 

have used latent topic models for various applications. For example, the authors in [65] 197 

made use of topic modeling to explore electronic health records. There are several other 198 

research works reported in the literature that uses topic models to solve the problem of 199 

finding themes in electronic health records. Examples include mining cancer clinical 200 

notes [66], comparing patients' notes to the subjects discovered [67], grouping discharge 201 
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summaries into hierarchical concepts [68] and identifying the most relevant subjects [69]. 202 

These publications, however, do not address the identification of the most common is- 203 

sues on which they focus.  204 

3.2. Data visualization modelling 205 

Data visualization is becoming increasingly important for analyzing large volumes 206 

of complex data [70]. There are many techniques that have been proposed for text visu- 207 

alization in the clinical domain [71, 72] as well as in the general domain. This is largely 208 

driven by the need to improve the efficacy and utility of collected data in electronic 209 

health records [71]. In clinical domain, the visualization strategies are meant to aid in 210 

understanding clinical data [72]. In the general domain, there has been a lot of work in 211 

automated text visualization, such as visualization of news [73-75].  There are several 212 

research works that have been carried out and many authors have proposed a variety of 213 

visualization techniques [76]. One of the most prevalent techniques uses the original 214 

concept of TimeLine [77]. Examples falling under this category include; Lifelines [78], 215 

Lifelines2 [79, 80] KNAVE II [81], CLEF Visual Navigator [82] and AsbruView [83]. The 216 

focus of these techniques is to visualize clinical data based on time. Thus, we can refer to 217 

as Time-based visualizations graphical representations of data collected over time. Other 218 

techniques include LifeFlow [84] and EventFlow [85]. Unlike the above techniques, these 219 

two techniques do not use a timeline but represent an ordered series of events and out- 220 

comes chronologically [86]. Another new concept is representing and visualizing patient 221 

clinical history as a visual map [87] to enhance navigation and analysis. In this technique 222 

clinical semantic groups are visualized as a map [87] to organize and visualize personal 223 

history. It transforms and organizes clinical text documents into semantic groups to pro- 224 

vide healthcare providers with a single view of a patient medical history. Visualizing 225 

semantic units of clinical texts is a nascent approach to visualizing clinical narrative texts.  226 

Other techniques include word cloud [88] which was has been used to visualize concepts 227 

from history of present illness notes in [89]. Another technique is use of tag clouds [90] 228 

where words are seen by their size, depending on their frequency. Both word cloud and 229 

Tag cloud are used to provide visual representation of text content by displaying words 230 

considered important in a document. They are mainly applied in textual visualizations.  231 

3.2. Information retrieval 232 

There has lately been increased interest in using text segments in information re- 233 

trieval rather the whole document. In such cases, information retrieval needs to match 234 

relevant texts with a given query. Most research works have been dealing with the 235 

problem of matching the query content with the whole document.  However, there are 236 

some attempts that are focusing on how to partition a document into relevant segments 237 

of a document from which users can issue queries i.e. providing the user with the rele- 238 

vant facets of information that are relevant to his or her queries. This is particularly use- 239 

ful when documents are long, and some segments are relevant to user needs. There are 240 

works that have adopted this approach such as [91, 92] and many other works. In the 241 

clinical domain, physicians’ chart notes are divided into sections that identify different 242 

information facets that make it easier to retrieve information [93]. This is achieved using 243 

clinical documentation formats such as SOAP (Subjective, Objective, Assessment and 244 

Plan) where each section is indicated by a section header that corresponds to one of the 245 

four SOAP data elements. Retrieving information in these sections allows one to create 246 

searches that are specific to a particular section rather than the entire document. Many 247 

studies such as in [94-96] have looked into the problem of segmenting clinical texts; 248 

however none have looked into whether it improves information retrieval performance. 249 

The benefit of segmentation is that it organizes clinical texts so that information can be 250 

found quickly. Making the most clinically relevant data in the medical record easier to 251 

find and more readily available is critical.  252 
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4. Motivation 253 

Clinicians now have easier access to information thanks to the growing use of elec- 254 

tronic medical records [97]. A solution that can help physicians organize and manage 255 

patient data in a way that makes it easier for them to use the information available and 256 

hence improves efficiency is needed. In this paper, we look at how to visualize a patient's 257 

medical history that is provided in unstructured text so that physicians may get a quick 258 

summary. Data visualization has become more useful for reviewing and exploring vast 259 

volumes of healthcare data. As a result, in recent decades, the number of data visualiza- 260 

tion tools has grown.  261 

5. Problem description 262 

Large volumes of clinical data are available to users in electronic health records in 263 

the form of unstructured narrative texts such as clinical notes, discharge summaries, etc. 264 

One of the common routines in medical practice is looking for information in clinical 265 

documentation [98]. This is a difficult task since most clinical information is in unstruc- 266 

tured narrative text documents [98-105].  267 

It is convenient for doctors to document clinical encounters in narrative text, as it 268 

provides complete descriptions that is not possible to obtain using structured form [106] 269 

thus resulting in clinical text documents that needs to be read while looking for infor- 270 

mation [107]. However, it is widely acknowledged to be a laborious task to look for in- 271 

formation in clinical text documents [98], 108].  Reading and going through numerous 272 

clinical documents in its entirety considering the time constraints doctors face during 273 

clinical encounters [109] is a challenge. One solution to this problem is to provide selec- 274 

tive reading of pieces of texts rather than reading the entire text document. It is more 275 

convenient for users to look for particular information by browsing through categories 276 

rather than searching the whole information space.  277 

The need of automatic methods for extracting relevant clinical information from 278 

large clinical text documents requires a method for organizing information and present- 279 

ing it visually. For example, during clinical encounters with patients, the clinical docu- 280 

mentation of previous encounters is very important information for decision making. 281 

Reading the entire patient clinical history and picking importance information may take 282 

a lot of time. There is need of taking pieces of texts and classifying them into important 283 

information classes and displaying them in respective groups. 284 

6. Proposed technique 285 

Clinical charts document a patient clinical history with different types of infor- 286 

mation. Headings and sub-headings are occasionally used in clinical documentation to 287 

indicate the organization of clinical documents. However, many clinical texts are long 288 

with very little structural demarcation, and in such a case, modeling into multiple facets 289 

can be useful. In this paper we considered the problem of subdividing narrative text 290 

documents into semantically coherent units that represent subtopics. In this case, the 291 

natural solution is to organize information into groups based on common themes and 292 

give these groups meaningful names. To achieve this, there is need to first label strings of 293 

texts (sentences or phrases) to enable us categorize information by means of labels. The 294 

SOAP documentation section names are used as labels which serve as a basis for recog- 295 

nizing important information facets. Subtopic structure is sometimes marked in technical 296 

texts by headings and sub-headings. o smaller semantically coherent chunks 297 

6.1. Overview of our approach 298 

Because physicians frequently review patients’ clinical documentation that they 299 

have made in the past, the goal of this study was to propose a novel technique for se- 300 

mantic modelling of clinical texts to support physicians in finding information in elec- 301 

tronic clinical texts as well as the accuracy of the retrieved information. In this section we 302 
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describe the propose technique in detail. Our objective is to address the problem of vis- 303 

ually organizing clinical text documents to help physicians review clinical text docu- 304 

ments by modelling semantic classes of a patient medical history. In particular, we would 305 

like to provide a means which retrieves and visualizes different facets of information in a 306 

long narrative text document. We propose text classification as a pre-cursor to creating a 307 

visual cluster map that organizes a document in terms of basic facets of clinical infor- 308 

mation, each of which is called a cluster. The cluster map is organized as a 4-dimensional 309 

semantic space. In addition to the idea of clusters, a cluster map needs to be organized 310 

such that, the relationships between clusters are shown.  311 

6.2. Design Requirements 312 

Based on interviews and workshops with doctors, as well as a literature research, 313 

several tasks and design needs were determined. We were only interested on how doc- 314 

tors review information in electronic health records. As clinical decisions are often based 315 

on patient’s medical history, the relevant data elements we are interested to model are 316 

elements that describe patients’ clinical events that occur during clinical encounters, and 317 

clinical documentation format that is used to document these events. Thus, we consid- 318 

ered patient SOAP clinical notes which consist of four main types of descriptions: (1) 319 

Subjective, (2) Objective, (3) Assessment and (3) Plan. We need to classify these data el- 320 

ements in a given clinical text document and map similarly classified texts to corre- 321 

sponding semantic groups which can then be used to visualized and display using a 322 

cluster map. 323 

These requirements are summarized as follows: 324 

i. R1: Facilitate review of clinical text documents and make it easier for physi- 325 

cians to browse various types of information. 326 

ii. R2: Visually present SOAP clinical notes sections in a cluster map facilitat- 327 

ing selective access of information. 328 

iii. R3: Visually distinguish different semantic groups of information using 329 

different colours. 330 

iv. R4: Grouping clinical texts with respect to SOAP documentation format.  331 

v. R5:  Showing relationships between different clusters of information. 332 

The cluster map graphically presents document classes with the relationship 333 

be-tween these classes. 334 

6.3. SOAP Documentation Format 335 

As mentioned in the previous section, SOAP documentation format is made up of 336 

four sections; Subjective, Objective, Assessment and Plan. Subjective part of SOAP is 337 

usually the background information of the patient which is required for understanding 338 

the current state of patient. Objective is measurable and quantifiable information which 339 

can be analyzed. Assessment is defined as the diagnosis based on the differential num- 340 

ber of diagnosis. Plan is defined as the actions that need to be taken including any follow 341 

up checkup and treatment actions. We obtained the dataset for this work from the 342 

mtsamples.com, a website which provides a large collection of transcribed medical re- 343 

ports. The table shows the elements and descriptions of SOAP clinical notes. 344 

 345 

SOAP Sections Description  

Subjective 

Background information that is relevant for knowing the 

current state of the patient.It may include ; Family history, 

Daily habits,  Current medications, allergies, series of 

events that happens in between 

Objective 
Quantifiable or measurable data obtained 

from past records and examinations, screening, tests 
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Assessment 
Possible diagnosis provided by the practitioners or the 

staff treating the patient 

Plan Treatment strategies, actions to be taken, follow up plans 

Table 1.SOAP documentation format. 346 

7. Method 347 

7.1. Sampling strategy and selection of participants 348 

For the model evaluation, we used a purposive sampling technique to recruit re- 349 

search participants. The participants were approached in person and asked whether they 350 

were interested in participating. Participation was entirely optional. During the process, 351 

the following criteria for inclusion and exclusion were developed: 352 

1. Professional doctors who are actively utilizing any type of electronic health 353 

system and capturing patient health data using any type of EHR were re- 354 

quired to participate in the evaluation. 355 

2. Participants who did not match the aforementioned inclusion criteria were 356 

not allowed to participate in the study. 357 

As a result, individuals were sought to complete a questionnaire to evaluate the 358 

prototype. For the assessment of clinical charts, a select group of twelve doctors was 359 

chosen. Patients' charts with complicated illnesses and various comorbidities were cho- 360 

sen for this investigation. 361 

7.1. Dataset 362 

The clinical charts used in this paper were obtained from mtsamples.com which 363 

gives access to a large collection of transcribed medical reports. This dataset comprises 364 

5,000 sample medical transcription reports. It is a useful dataset that has been used in 365 

many medical NLP research works. 366 

We obtained SOAP clinical notes which contained a set of observations organized 367 

into four SOAP format sections. The SOAP description of these sections is as follows; 368 

1) Subjective – Description of information such as symptoms, behaviors, and past 369 

medical information. 370 

2) Objective - Description of the doctor's observations from physical examinations 371 

and previously ordered tests. 372 

3) Assessment - Description of the potential problem(s) and related synthesis of the 373 

information from Subjective and Objective sections. 374 

4) Plan- Description of how the problem will be addressed or description of further 375 

investigation. 376 

All these sections are relevant to physicians and therefore we considered modeling 377 

all these information in each of the section. Although these parts can be further divided 378 

into subsections, we will just look at the four main aspects and ignore the sub-sections.  379 

7.2 Design process 380 

Clinical notes provide useful information that aids in the development of a more 381 

thorough understanding of a patient. Our goal is to figure out how to model the infor- 382 

mation in clinical notes that is frequently seen in a clinical report. We used an iterative 383 

design approach to design our prototype, which included cycles of defining the context 384 

and needs, brainstorming ideas, building a prototype, and testing it with users. The 385 

prototype application was developed in cooperation with medical practioners. There 386 

were initial meetings aimed at obtaining a list of needs for the prototype, as well as fol- 387 

low-up sessions targeted at gathering input, which might include new prospective fea- 388 

tures or a shift in approach in previously developed functionalities. 389 

Our dataset contains a description of patients’ clinical histories that must be seg- 390 

mented into predefined facets of information. In general, the proposed method entails 391 

determining pieces of text that describe a similar information facet and organizing them 392 

into clusters from which users can look for information in particular clusters. 393 
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The system was designed with two main components, the classification component, 394 

which is responsible with classifying sentences to various classes, and the visualization 395 

component, which provides the user with information in a visual map.  396 

7.3. Text classification  397 

Usually, humans organize information into groups or categories. Artificial Intelli- 398 

gent follows the same principles using two broad types of algorithms; clustering and 399 

classification. In this paper we adopted classification algorithm to group clinical texts 400 

into various semantic groups inherent in clinical documentation. We relied on a priori 401 

reference SOAP documentation structure that divide the space of all possible data points 402 

into a set of classes(Subjective, Objective, Assessment and Plan). In this section, our ob- 403 

jective is to be able to categorize clinical text sentences into one of these classes. This is a 404 

multi-class classification problem. 405 

In this section we designed a classifier to classify sentences in a given clinical doc- 406 

ument. In this paper, we used clinical notes in SOAP documentation format. Based on 407 

input from doctors, we defined four semantic classes of information in a SOAP clinical 408 

document which is usually information of interest to practitioners: Subjective, Objective, 409 

Assessment and Plan. Each sentence in the corpus must be classified as belonging to one 410 

of these four categories. In the task, given a sentence narrative, the model attempts to 411 

predict which class the sentence is about. 412 

Clinical sentences in SOAP document are classified using a variant of Recurrent 413 

Neural Network known as Long Short Term Memory network (LSTM). In SOAP note, 414 

each clinical sentence belongs to a certain semantic class depending upon its meaning 415 

and corresponds to a section in a SOAP documentation format. The summary of our 416 

steps are listed below; 417 

1. Tokenization - A collection of patient clinical text documents    D = {d1, d2 , … … dn}  418 

is split into a set of sentences S = {s1, s2 , … … sn} . Our objective is to classify these 419 

sentences into a predefined set of classes. 420 

2. Feature generation- After tokenization, a feature vector for our deep learning classi- 421 

fiers is required. We used word embedding to generate the required feature vectors 422 

for each sentence. Word embedding results as input features 423 

3. Input layer - These feature vectors are then used as input into the embedding layer 424 

of neural network i.e. word embedding results are used as input features. 425 

4. Embedding layer output - The output generated from the embedding layers is fed 426 

into the next fully connected layer (dense layer) of neural network. 427 

5. Output layer - A relevant class label (Subjective, Objective, Assessment, and Plan) is 428 

assigned to each sentence at the output layer. 429 

The dataset which obtained from the above mentioned site was used for the classifier. 430 

However, since we adopted supervised learning which requires labeled data, sentences 431 

from clinical reports in the dataset were manually chosen randomly and classified into 432 

four classes. The model was trained using the training dataset which had been labeled 433 

with the help of medical professionals. The dataset was split into two; 80% for training, 434 

and 10% for testing. Using the trained Neural Network, the sentences are classified into 435 

the four classes (Soap, subjective, Assessment and Plan) that were found to be relevant 436 

and useful clinical information in a clinical chart. 437 

7.4. Cluster map generation 438 

Our objective is to generate clusters of information which contains similar sentences 439 

according to classification results.  Therefore, a cluster should have sentences that have 440 

been correctly classified to the same class. The classified sentences are grouped according 441 

to their label and visualized in a map layout to depict the semantic classes of information. 442 

After classifying sentences with appropriate labels, we now have a bunch of sentences. 443 

The existence of some sentences with similar class label leads to the need of placing them 444 
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into a specific group. Sentences that are in the same group discuss similar information 445 

while sentences in different groups discuss dissimilar information. 446 

 Every single sentence has a label (class), which tells the type of group it belongs to. 447 

A group in this case is a container (cluster) for a given number of sentences. It has a type. 448 

The cluster map is then used to display classed sentences, with each cluster consisting of 449 

a collection of sentences that have been labeled with the same class so that their relevance 450 

can be immediately recognized. Figure 5 shows an example of a cluster map derived 451 

from clinical notes, with four clusters representing distinct semantic classes of infor- 452 

mation. 453 

 454 

Figure 1. Sample Cluster map. 455 

8. Evaluation 456 

The prototype has been demonstrated to be effective in producing information 457 

groups that closely matches human generated subtopic from text documents. Tasks, 458 

such as information retrieval, should benefit from such a model. To validate the model 459 

for practical use, there is need to evaluate it to ascertain if it addresses the needs of phy- 460 

sicians.  A user study was conducted in order to assess the usability of the proposed 461 

prototype. Evaluators were exposed to the prototype and the system usability (SUS) 462 

questionnaire was administered to assess its usability. The evaluation process was con- 463 

ducted the objective of determining the usability using the System Usability Scale (SUS). 464 

Twelve physicians were recruited to evaluate the perceived usability of the proposed 465 

system. 466 

To evaluate the usability of the prototype, the System Usability Scale (SUS) [110], 467 

[111] was adopted.  It is made up of ten questions that are evaluated on a 5-point scale of 468 

level of agreement. To evaluate the prototype's usability, we conducted a user study with 469 

12 physicians who used the prototype to review medical transcription reports. Partici- 470 

pants were asked to score the level of agreement with 10 questions using a five-point 471 

Likert scale: Strongly agree (5), Agree (4), Neutral (3), Disagree (2), Strongly Disagree (1). 472 

The SUS-score for individual questions is obtained by subtracting 1 from odd questions 473 

(Response – 1) and subtracting 5 from even questions (5 – Response). The final score is 474 

obtained by summing the questions SUS scores and then multiplying the resulting sum 475 

by 2.5 to obtain the overall SUS score [110]. This score usually ranges between 0 and 100 476 
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and a higher score indicates good usability. The final SUS score gives an overall usability 477 

measurement, according to ISO 9241–11, which is made up of three characteristics; effec- 478 

tiveness, efficiency and satisfaction [111]. As a rule of thumb, a score above 70 has good 479 

usability; a lower score means poor usability and the system needs more improvement. It 480 

is a reliable, low-cost scale used for evaluating systems usability [112]. 481 

 482 

Table 2. SUS questionnaire. 483 

9. Results 484 

The SUS Score was calculated using the results of the questionnaire, which were 485 

obtained from 12 respondents, and the results of the questionnaire were calculated using 486 

the above formula. Table 1.2 displays the results of the SUS score assessment. 487 

 488 
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 489 

Table 3. SUS results. 490 

The final SUS-score is 73.96, which indicates good usability, based on the above re- 491 

sults. According to the SUS score scale [113], a SUS value of 73.96 is regarded as a good 492 

usability rating. 493 

 494 

Figure 2. SUS score scale (Adapted from 10up.com). 495 

10. Discussion 496 

The improved availability and accessibility of patient care data, has created new 497 

possibilities for data use and reuse with the potential to improving the quality, safety, 498 

and efficiency of clinical work [114]. In this paper we have presented how clinical narra- 499 

tive texts can be classified and presented using a visual cluster map. Such an approach 500 

can help users sift through large quantities of text documents. In our approach we were 501 

primarily concerned with the general characterization of a clinical text document into 502 

semantic clusters of information, enabling the user to rapidly focus on a subset of poten- 503 

tially needed information. The user will only be left with the effort of reading a particular 504 

cluster of information rather than reading the whole document. This can be useful for 505 

lengthy documents. This was informed by the fact that users usually judge the im- 506 

portance of a piece of text by simply looking at its title and then deciding whether to read 507 

or not. By categorizing texts into semantic clusters and assigning descriptive semantic 508 

labels will allow users to instantly view the content of text and decide on which infor- 509 

mation cluster to focus on. This can be useful in tasks such as chart biopsy which involves 510 

https://10up.com/uploads/2018/11/sus-score-1-768x427.jpg
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getting a general overview of the patient by selectively examining parts of a patient's 511 

health record with the objective of getting specific data about a particular patient or ap- 512 

praising oneself with a patient and the care that a patient has received [114]. Additionally, 513 

this can contribute to decreasing cognitive load on physician part, reducing time required 514 

to complete tasks, thus giving more time for face-to-face interaction with patients. This is 515 

in line with findings from earlier studies such as in [115] which have shown that usability 516 

enhancements within EHRs can reduce cognitive load. With the prevalence of electronic 517 

health records in contemporary medical practice, large quantities of data are generated 518 

which requires physicians to review them. When completing clinical tasks, electronic 519 

health records have been shown to increase physician cognitive workload [116], which, 520 

according to cognitive load theory, can lead to cognitive overload [117]. By organizing 521 

and visually presenting information users can be help to synthesize data into meaningful 522 

information. 523 

11. Conclusion 524 

We created a model to assist doctors in effectively gleaning insights and identifying 525 

vital information from clinical text documents. Clinical documentation of patient en- 526 

counters is important for providing patient care. The increasing use of electronic health 527 

records is impeded because of several reasons. One of the reasons is the continued use of 528 

unstructured narrative text which is inherent in clinical documentation. In this paper we 529 

illustrated how clinical notes can be modeled into easily accessible facets of information, 530 

without the need of changing the format of narrative texts. The structuring and visuali- 531 

zation principles behind SOAP medical record structures are presented. A clinical doc- 532 

ument is classified into four SOAP elements: Subjective, Objective, Assessment and Plan. 533 

A map is presented in which each of these elements can be viewed. In this paper we re- 534 

viewed various approaches to visualizing clinical text documents. The review of existing 535 

concepts of health data visualization may provide a useful theoretical framework for 536 

future research on how clinical data visualization can best be used to support medical 537 

practice. Text classification and visualization were explored as ways of helping physi- 538 

cians review clinical texts. Text visualization has a lot of potential for extracting relevant 539 

information from narrative clinical notes, which can help doctors make better decisions. 540 

This will go a long way toward harnessing data from electronic health records to improve 541 

treatment while also assisting physicians in doing so. 542 
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